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UNB to be invaded by Inbreds One Fine DayThe Island op Dr. Moreau
(now on video)

The movie One Fine Day, which 
opened in theatres on December 
20th, portrays both Michelle 
Pfeiffer and George Clooney as 
single parents who upon their first 
encounter, despise each other. 
When their children miss a daylong 
field trip due to Clooney's absent-

The Island of Dr. Moreau is another of 
“those movies"; it's more of a testament 
to the person who created the trailer, 
not quite living up to the promise of its 
advertisements. Based on a novel by H. 
G. Wells, the movie should be satisfying 
to people interested in action and 
suspense but it never really achieves the 
depth it requires.

The narrative centres around a 
stranded Englishman who is rescued and 
taken to the bland by Montgomery (Val 
Kilmer). When they first meet, 
Montgomery describes himself as “sort 
of a vet," but it soon becomes clear that 
he's much more than that. Once on the 
island. Montgomery locks the confused 

Thb b some funny stuff (1 should warn, Davis inside a room in Dr. Moreau's 
however, that although I'm trying to be house, with the explanation that “it's 
objective, I’m beginning to prefer Beavb for your own good." When Davis 
and Butt-head to Leno and Le Herman).

Peter J. Cuuen __________________ to ourselves, ‘Hey, this is a band," and
The Brunswickan we kept going.’"

Although the duo’s first two major household name, they are, in fact, one B
Mike O Neill and Dave Ullrich stand albums — Hilaria and Kotnbinator — were of the Tragically Hip’s favourite bands. 1
out from most Canadian bands. First of basically bass and drums, the new album Gord Downie wore their It’s Sydney or
all, they re the only two people in their differs slightly. “On the 
band. Mike arms himself with a bass album - to be true to what it b — there’re during the Hip’s performance in Saint
guitar, and Dave pounds out additional a lot of other instruments on there. But John last December, and they also avidly
rhythm on the drums. Their other Kombinalor and Hilario are mostly bass listen to the Inbreds’latest disc.“We’ve
distinction is the band’s oddly humorous and drums. And we always played it that always had a lot of support from other
name: The Inbreds. way until the release of It's Sydney or bands," Ullrich says, “and the Hip are

There s an element of [the name] the Bush. . . . We started doing guitar, the biggest band in Canada.They’re also
- especially since we’ve been doing bass and drums, or bass, bass and drums. from Kingston, so at thb point we really

it so long - that’s a little juvenile regret," We wanted to reflect the fact that there’s get along with those guys really well
Ullrich admits while laughing. “There's a lot of overdubbing in I/V Sydney or the and we talk to them all the time. And
definitely an element that we don’t take Bush," he says. their band b an enviable position; they’re
ourselves too seriously. You want to be For example, the Inbreds even turned one of the most well-adjusted bands as
serious musically, but as far as what a towards some classic instruments, like people." 
band’s all about . . . well, it says 
something about us. Hopefully not 
“Those guys are a bunch of jerks," 
though [laugh]. It's not intended to be 
serious."

one [laugh]."
Whereas the Inbreds aren’t quite a

isthe Bush album cover T-shit on stagemost recent
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B LAVIS AND BUTTHEAD

Do America
V

“Our sound isn’t excessively 
weird, so it can fit on the radio. 
It’s just a question of finding our 
place.”

manages to break out of his room and 
Our pubescent “heroes" Beavb ai id Butt- starts wandering around the compound, 

head are forced to leave the house when you get the feeling he really should have 
their TV goes mbsing. Severe video- 
withdrawal pains lead them to a motel, 
where they encounter a thug (Bruce WflKs!) 
who offers them money to “do hb wife"

(Demi Moore!). They 
lllllllllll | | accept, and cross the 

js country setting off 
■ series of accidents

i

Clooney

minded ness, the two must 
compromise on with wht n the kids 
will go to work. After much debate, 
the decision is made to split the day 
into two parts, Clooney having the 
boy and girl tandem for the early 
part of the morning, and Pfeiffer 
having the children for the 
afternoon. An interesting mishap 
occurs that allows the two parents

1
The duo first hit upon the name 

when they formed back in 1992 .After 
plying their trade as musicians in 
Kingston, Ontario for a while, the pair 
eventually won a "battle of the bands" 
contest (the grand prize being a guitar, 
the perfect gift for a bass/drum duo), 
that helped guide them to further the trumpet. Ullrich describes how 
success. Ullrich thinks that the “two

listened to

Bra*5i Monk's
advice. He 

SKKfaH soon finds 

himself 
running 
around the 
island being

KjJPjHfKB which cause them to be cha**d **y a
-■ 1 j libelled The Most bunch of

J ' C 41 Dangerous Men in half-man,
6' WbœSmL,*j* America by a cavity Brando half-animal

V search-obsessed FBI creatures and.
Agent (Robert Stack!), although his life isn’t really in danger, 

1 \ / ' Ck>rbLeachman,Greg it's obviously a pretty disturbing

David situation to be in. Bumping into a half- 
BUTT IICAD Letterman, David man,half-hyena type in the woods can 

Spade and, of course, be a bit alarming, 
creator Mike Judge also supply voices. Suspense gives way to comedy when

The movie relies on the stupidity of Dr. Moreau (Marion Brando) shows up 
Beavis and Butt-head, not on that of music and introduces himself and some of his

T4

- Dave Ullrich
l Not only are the Hip fans of the 

some of the new styles came about: Inbreds, but they also invited them along 
man show" concept might have helped ‘“Wanna Be Your Friend’ was very on last year's Another Roadside 
them in the beginning. “To our different in its demo form, so we did Attraction tour, something that Ullrich 
knowledge, particularly in the Canadian an arrangement that was mostly bass will remember for quite a while, 
indie scene, there was no other bass and and drums, but it wasn’t working.. .. “Another Roadside Attraction is so big 
drum combo [when we started]. When Our producer [Lincoln Fong] said,‘Try and there’s so many people.There’s tons 
we had this thing that was just bass, it on acoustic guitar.’Then that changed of food and everything, and it’s a full 
drum and voice we just kind of thought it all at once. So Mike added some bass, day [event]. But it was great because

and we added voices and we made friends with Matthew Sweet, 
stuff, but then there was a and it was the first time we had ever 
middle section . . . and we toured with Eric's Trip, so we made 
were like “what do we do?" friends with them, too.... There are a
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5.1 and Lincoln is very big on lot of good people and there’s lots of 

trumpets and strings.... He joking around. And doing all the shows 
said,‘Why don’t you guys try in a row has more continuity, so you 
some trumpet here?’ and we get to know more people. So six months 
said, ‘Sure.’"

A conversation with the remember." 
band or a glance at their web 
site will definitely convey the receieved because of the ARA tour may 
duo’s great sense of humour, be a sample of what’s to come for the
Although it isn’t evident in band, should they receieve endorsement 
the songs, the samples that the from a major record label. “We’ve never
Inbreds choose to include on had a major push behind our band, 
their albums, such as “Rap & Probably next time around we’re going 
Tap" on It's Sydney, help make to try to make an effort to release it
that point. “I remember with real backing behind it... .That’s
when we did Kombinator there basically our goal. We've always been 
were a few samples like that, more or less independent. These days 
Lyrically our sense of humour we’re sort of not independent, but we’re 
doesn’t come across, but the always toeing this line," Ullrich says, 
samples are supposed to be 
funny so that’s our way of to keep doing it.. Our sound isn’t 
trying to get our sense of excessively weird, so it can fit on the 
humour across on an album, radio. It’s just a question of finding 
So ‘Rap & Tap* was a great our place."

videos, for humour, which makes it even more favoured offspring. Dr. Moreau b 
funnier than the show. Imagine: Beavb a Nobel Prize-winning scientist who has 
and Butt-head as giants in a big city, or as been exiled to thb bland and b spending
cops in a ‘70s ....................? hb time trying to breed the perfect being.
movie. Beavis It hasn’t been really smooth going, but
and Butt-head he does have a utopia of sorts established,
alone on a tour as we see in a beautiful scene in which
bus with nuns, Brando and hb tiny butler play matching
alone at the /SET', pianos. But the peace b shattered when
controls of a huge pllll Montgomery, with his unexplained
dam, or * \ yr' Hgjjl destructive tendencies, sets anarchy

wandering & Û snowballing on the bland. From then on,
through the jT-ft y it’s a downhill slide and the movie only 
white house. Best ., / |xj£| redeems itself for a few minutes at the
of all, imagine SSpiend during a surprisingly satisfying 
Beavb drugging BEAVIS moral-of-the-story scene,
himself. The Island of Dr. Moreau runs for about
inadvertently but repeatedly. an hour and a half, but it really could

Although only 80 minutes long, Beavb have used an extra half hour to add some 
and Butt-head Do America b so well- depth to the characters and the plot. As 
written you’ll feel like you’ve been laughing it b, the movie falls short.
(huh huh huh) for two hours.

Pfeiffer

; down the road, that’s what you really
to realize how much they depend 
on each other and how much they 
really do enjoy each other’s 
company.The two actors eventually 
go their separate ways - quite an 
interesting twist compared to most 
romantic comedies out in today's 
movie industry. However, this twist 
was used for a purpose but you'll 
have to go see the movie to find 
out why. Overall, this movie was a 
pretty decent flick, although the 
plot structure had a little to be 
desired. The pair of Pfeiffer and 
Clooney added life to this movie 
and made it quite enjoyable.
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The Dynamic Dl o: The Inbreds are set to open for 
Sloan here at UNB this coining Thursday.
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Notice to students1'

1
Because of last minute changes in textbooks adop
tions, we recommend that you attend each class be
fore purchasing your textbook(s). Regardless of the 
reason, a textbook must be in new condition if it is to 
be returned for a refund.
The cash register receipt must be presented with re
fund request.
Shrink-wrapped or books with software packages 
which have been opened are not eligible for return. 
The return period for textbooks purchased for sec
ond term is January 6th to January ]Th.
Purchase of textbooks after January 17,h are final.
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tÜ3 r COMPREHENSIVE' 
SERVICE PROGRAM
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 

1 HIGH SCHOOL >

GUARANTEED FIT] 
EXTENSIVE 
FOLLOW-UP

% CAREse
‘T : «

Please Contact the 
UNBSU

SUB Room 126 
call 453-4955

t -
CERTAIN

* PIRES FEB. 28SE! _■ sa

DAVID G. HARDING 
CONTACT LENS SPECIALIST 

SUITE 504, 1015 REGENT STREET 
FREDERICTON MEDICAL CLINIC 

458-0270
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i University Bookstore
» Regular hours: 9am to 4:30pm - Monday to Friday
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tonight. SATURDAY'S

Pitcher of draft 
Plus 1 doz Wings

$8.10 + taxes
6pm - 10pm

150 Wings - 4 - 10pm

SUNDAY'St FRIDAY'S
2 for 1

TUE-WED-THURMONDAY 
LADIES NITEt

Bar Staff BashDouble Mugs
FREE DRAFT 

9-1 Opm Ladies only

2 for 1 Keith's, Bud 10pm - 2am 
(for everyone)

$2.50
4 - 10pm Everyday
Never a Cover

I

i 2 for 1i had enough 
1 all those 
ling Winter fl

Drinks 4 - 8pm 
Free Murtchies 

5-6pm
i
■ Drinks 10pm - 2am 

Breakfast til 4pm
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457-1475 
NEVER A COVERNo Ordinary Sports Bartes.
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i ■"Rik & Norm-
Sex, Drugs & Rock n Roll

WWF Royal Rumble

RUGBY, RUGBY, RUGBY

"Big City Blues"

NEVER A COVER

Fri - Sat 
Jan 17-19 "7tv * HI f

m 4*I? i AF : Sun 8pm 

Thu Jan 23
The Biggest Party of The Year 
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Fri - Sun 
Jan 24-26
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